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WF. hope it is universally understood that the
students are expected to write for the
I'kkixuk, and that they realize their resi)onsibility
for its success or failure. livery loyal college girl
must be proud to have a college paper and desirous
of doing all in her power to make its pages pleasing
and profitable and such as shall compare fiivorablv
with other college periodicals. Is it not the hoi)e
of all that the Prf.ludk shall stand in the fore rank
of collegiate literature? Then too, it should be
interesting to every student within our walls. It is
the organ which voices Wellesley life in its various
phases,—literary and social, grave and gay, and
that it may touch all it is necessary that all be
represented in it. 'I"he editors would find it a
heavy task to manufacture each week fifteen pages
of interesting reading matter,—fresh, crisp, funny,
and exciting alike to faculty and freshman. Tlun-
are but a committee to attend to the mechanical
part of the work and to contribute their mite when
ocxasion demands.
Nor should the few who are supposed to ha\e
especial literary talent monopolize the s])acc.
That would be a wrong both to them and to the
presumably less able. This is an o])p;)rtimity open
to all.
The first few numbers of the Pkki.i dk have been
eagerly watched for and more or less carefully read.
As a result the criticism has been made that the
paper does not contain enough original undergrad-
uate work. To whom shall we look for remedy?
( )bviously to the undergraduate. If you think the
paper needs bright stories, light verse or lively dis-
cussions do your jjart towards having them bv
writing yourself. Do you say you never wrote a
story in your life? That is no proof that you can-
not. Try it and ask your friends to try it. Or it
need not be a story ; a poem, a discussion upon an\-
I)oint at issue, if it thoroughly interests you it will
be sure to interest others.
You who feel the need should endeavor to fill it.
It is your duty to contribute your share. .\nd not
only is it a duty but it is also a privilege. The
success of the Prelude rests largely in your hands
and your literary success may rest in the hands of
the Prelude. It is a mutual obligation. \o\\x
duty to the Prki.ude and the PkKLUDK's duty to
\\)U.
Then for your own sake and fijr the sake of the
college paper show your sympathy with it and
gladden the hearts of its editors by your spontan-
eous contributions. Feel that the Prkludk is
yours and that you are responsible for it, and by
your advice, your interest and your ready aid make
it what you desire it to be.
All contributions should be placed in the Preludk
l)ox in the general office and should be signed with
the full name of the author, in order that any nec-
essary communication may be made to her by the
editor. It is preferred that the articles be signed
in the paper but the writer's wish will be regarded
in the matter. Ed.
As we are born to work, so others
Are born to watch over us
While we are workinji. — GoldsDiitli.
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THE AUTUMN DAYS
The sweet west breezes blow today
Through branches laden with the autumn gold
;
The sunlieams fall like blessings from God's throne.
All beauty deepens as the year grows old.
Ere winter conieth, silent, stern and cold.
The world's great organ plays deep chords
In minor keys; the sad notes voice earth's woe
P'or summer dead and autumn days now dying.
Soon to be covered with their pall of snow,
And sad hearts too are wailing requiems low.
And so though beautiful today
The sadness lingers and men's hearts make moan
;
Hut in the faint, far disk of the Eternal
Still echoes sweet the old, true, music tone
—
" Wait, only wait I He cometh to His own ! "
H. .)/. 92.
ONE BRIGHT MORNING.
It was one of the few ])leasant days during the
earlier part of the summer of '89. The presence
of the sun, in spite of the unpromising aspect with
which he had left us the previous evening, seemed
to have inspired with love for his fellowmen every
passenger who entered the rear car of the morning
train on the road. We all smiled " (iood
Morning" to each other and felt happy and glad
to be alive.
To be sure the woman with the three children and
the host of parcels, who got in at a way station,
looked slightly worried for the first few miles as
who would not? but when she had the parcels and
the baby settled and the two older children supplied
—the one with her doll, the other with a wooden
gun—even she began to realize how much easier it
was to travel in sunshine than in rain as she had
anticipated, and she was glad with the rest of us.
The children soon began to look about to find
their friends and their enemies, for they had
learned by experience that both were usually to be
met and it was of the greatest importance that they
should know in the beginning just how far up and
down the car aisle they could run without meeting
the frowns of the cross men who wanted to read
their papers undisturbed.
This morning the children were in luck. A\'e
were all, without a single exception, good-natured,
and being good natured we could hardly help being
interested in the martial air with which Jack held
his wooden gun as he paced back and forth before
his mother's " camp " as guard, and saluted fessie,
who was also promenading the aisle w^ith measured
step trying, in s]jite of the distracting noise of the
train, to put to sleep her doll, a battered lady, old
enough ajiparently to accomi)lish the feat for her-
self had she considered it necessary.
At length Jack off guard for a moment accepted
an invitation to look at pictures with the pretty
young lady who sat across the aisle and had short
brownish red curls and a brown sailor hat tilted at
the college angle. Jessie meanwhile had also found
a friend. The attractions offered to induce ac-
quaintance were candied fruits. Her friend was
also young. His clothes fitted well and he had a
small brown curling moustache. He too wore his
straw hat on the back of his head in a .suggestive
manner.
Jack and Jessie had been taught to share the
good things which came to them, so it was not
strange that with running back and forth they
should each become good friends with both the
sailor-hatted parties ; and could the brown eyes of
Jack's friend apd the dark blue ones of Jessie's
accjuaintance help following their young friends
back and forth and even meeting to smile occa-
sionally when the children had funny Httle mishaps
or made entertaining remarks? The rest of us saw
no remedy for it, nor did we see any impropriety
in it, and we ourselves could have found no better
way out of it than that the young Senior chose, (I
had noticed that his class pin said '90,) when Jack
had transported one by one all of the brown eyes'
l)ossessions and Jessie had equalized matters by the
transfer of his goods to her lady friend's seat. He
simply went to her seat and smilingly suggested an
exchange of commodities. What could be more
])roper? Then it was quite natural that they should
both remark upon what sweet, bright children Jack
and Jessie were, and then as the subjects of their
conversation were monopolizing the gentleman's seat
that he should ask permission to take the vacant one
beside her ; and then that they should mention the
pleasant day, and so on until they felt really well
acquainted and none of us saw the least impropriety
in it all.
Of course when we came to the junction where
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the college girl must change cars, the Senior took
her parcels and parasol out for her and helped her
to find a i)lace in the tniin waiting. As it happened
she was seated in a car only a little distance from
nie and as her train mo\ed away I saw her smiling
over a \isiting card which had evidently just been
handed to her. It was easy to see that she was
thinking of the good time she had been ha\'ing
with the children.
Having seen the young lady off 1 gave my
attention to my young friends and the Senior.
jack had sheathed his sword. Jessie was robing
her doll in rubbers and waterproof against a future
rainy day, and both were listening intently to their
mother's rendering of Jack and the bean-stalk and
munching the last of the bon-bons provided by their
friend. And he, what was he doing? He, like the
college girl, when 1 last saw her, was looking at a
visiting card and smiling. Presently he wrote
something
—
perhai)s the date and place—on the
card and then put it away in a section of his card
(ase with others of the same size, and took up his
novel again at the ])oint where Jessie with her doll
had diverted his attention.
.And as he settled back to his novel we settled
back too. We had enjoyed it all. The Senior had
had a good time. The pretty college girl had
liked it. The children had thought it great fun.
And where was the harm any way? None of us
saw it. .As I said in the beginning it was a pleasant




Cambridge, Oct. 17, i<S89.
Just across the common from the Harvard Col-
lege yard and facing the \Vashington elm, stands
one of those big old colonial houses so common in
Cambridge. There is nothing whatever to distin-
guish the place from any private ^grounds, except
two queer, slanting-roofed, big-windowed, little
buildings in the rear ; but if you watched the house
a few minutes you would see group after group of
girls coming and going by the back-door, or a cou-
ple of college iiistructors sociably sauntering up to
the front one. This is the Harvard Annex building,
where it has been ever since it outgrew its old
quarters of four or five rooms hired in a private
house on Appian Way. Going in the front door
you come on a large hall with pictures, casts and
an old-fashioned clock. To the left is a parlor, on
the right a recitation-room furnished with pretty
but most uncomfortable little tables. Back of
these are dressing-rooms, the office, and the ell
where the house-keeper lives. Upstairs are more
recitation-rooms, the librarian's office, and the con-
versation-room, where the daily papers and all the
lighter books belonging to the library are kein.
On the third floor is the library proper and the
botanical laboratory ; the queer little buildings in
the yard are devoted to Physics and Chemistry.
The pleasantest thing about the old house is its
pictures ; the rooms are full of them, and daily as-
sociation with them for four years makes them
mean a good deal to a girl before she is through
with them.
Of course none of us board or lodge in this
building ; in fact we have no dormitory at all.
Many of the students are Cambridge girls, some
come out every day from 1 Boston, or in from the
suburban towns, and the rest board in private fam-
ilies wherever they choose, two, three or four
friends going together usually, and great fun they
have, too, as I from my three years' experience
can testify. .All that is expected of you is to be
present at recitations, and even this is not a rule in
the ordinary sense of the word ; for, provided you
keep up with the work of the course, you can cut
as many times as you please and nothing whatever
is said.
Naturally this means perfect freedom of life.
There are two recitations a week in every full
course, and one a week in a half course ; to be a
regular student you must pass the Harvard entrance
examinations, and take in your Freshman year
Physics, English, French or Oerman and three ot-
her courses ; after this the work is wholly
elective, the only condition being that you have
four courses each year, write themes in your Soph-
omore and Forensics in your Junior and Senior
years. But at the end of the four years you do
not get a degree, only a certificate saying that you
have pursued a course of study equivalent to that
required in Harvard College for the degree of A.
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I), fur, and ihis is what i)eoi)le in general do nut
understand—the Annex has no official connection
whatever with the C'ollege. Its true name,absurd as
it is, describes it ]jerfectly :-'rhe Society for the
Collegiate Instruction of \Vonien by Professors and
other Instructors of Harvard College, established
at Cambridge, Mass. It was originally started as
an experiment by ii few of the leading people of
Cambridge, most of them ('oUege professors and
their wives, and has grown into a large institution.
The great interest which many of the College fac-
ulty take in it, is what has enabled it to live, and
has given it so many advantages that for all practi-
cal puri)oseswe might as well be under the Cniversity.
All of our courses are correspondent, most of them
identical with College courses ; we have the same
examinations, we use the College lil)rary,—most of
all, we have the same instructors, not all of them,
naturally, but fifty or sixty of the best. Mr. Good-
win and Mr. Creenough, for instance, are very
much interested in the Annex and always give
courses there : Charles Kliot Norton has the Dante
this year, and for the freshman courses we have a
fine set from among the younger instructors, who
come back from Cermany or Jjhn Ho])kins everv
year with enthusiam and vigor for their old univer-
sity.
Naturally, the rejjutation of the instructors and
the small number of students in the classes attract to
the Annex a great many specials ; some of them ad-
vanced students who wish to go forther than they have
been able to at other colleges ; some of them girls
fresh from school, who want to take a little more
History or French or Philosophy before they give
up study entirely. And so it comes about that out
of our one hundred and twenty-five girls this year,
only about fifty are regulars, and only ten of the
sixty new girls that are entering.
Naturally no very strong class feeling can be kept
up in a college with such a preponderance of spec-
ials ; es])ecially when there are no required studies
after the Freshman year, so that Seniors, Juniors,
Sophomores, Freshmen, and Specials are often to-
gether in one course. Moreover, living in i)rivate
families and coming to the Annex only for recita-
tions shuts us out from a good deal of the rest of
college social life. Few of us know many girls well
who are not in the same house with us, or have
niiu h mcjre than a bowing ac (juaintance with girls
not in our courses. The disadvantages of this can-
not but be too plain to one who thinks, as I do,
that the friendships we make are the most impor-
tant thing in college life
; but on the other hand,
the advantages seem equally ]jowerful. ^\'hatever
we are de])rived of, we are at least wholly outside
of that unnatural strained atmosphere which must
arise from the too close and exclusive companion-
ship of a large company of girls, and are living a
natural life in a natural world.
But, after all, we are not absolutely cut off from
all strictly college social life, either. Kach
class has its own entertainments : that (jf
'90 for instance, to which I belong, has four a year,
theatre-parties, picnics, or what not, according to
the season. Then every Wednesday afternocjn
Mrs. Agassiz gives a tea to the girls from four to
six in the Annex parlor, where we meet each other,
our instructors, and often distinguished people who
are visiting Cambridge.
Then there are the clubs. The iuiglish Club,
just started this year, is a picked body of twelve of
the l)est English scholars in the Annex, who meet
every other Friday for some exercise in Juiglish,
amusing or instructive. Next Friday, for instance,
we are going to have given us the merest outline
of a plot for a novel, divided into as many chapters
as there are members in the club ; and we are to
write a chapter apiece, each one imitating a differ-
ent novelist. The whole thing is then read aloud,
and the rest of the clid) guess whose style you've
been imitating. Imagine a novel made up, as I
believe ours is to be, of Samuel Johnson, Scott, the
Duchess, Richardson, William Black and Dickens.
At three meetings in the year themes are to be
read, and part of the time we expect to have origi-
nal papers, and off hand talks and lectures.
Then there is the Emmanuel Club, whose object
is to arouse interest in Christian philanthropy, and
give definite information on the subject. It is ad-
dressed fortnightly by people interested in philan-
thropy,—if possible, by practical workers in some
department. Looking back ujjon last year, I can
remember Mr. John Craham Brooks, Miss Eliza-
beth Putnam, Dr. Francis Peabody, and Dr.
Phillips Brooks all speaking to us. Cambridge
offers so com])arativelv few chances for charitable
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work, and the girls are so busy, that as yet we have
taken up no definite piece of work as a (iiil), but,
individually, many of us have become deeply in-
terested in the subject.
Our great club, however, which includes nearl\
all the girls except those who are taking but one
course, and so are at the Annex only a couple of
hours a week, is the Idler. There are sixty mem-
bers so far this year, and more entering every day.
I,ike the other clubs, the Idler meets fortnightly;
but its object is not improvement, mental or moral,
but amusement. Its list of entertainments includes
almost everything from afternoon teas and musi-
cales with Prof. Paine to play, to donkey-parties,
private theatricals, and fancy dances. Last week
we had a tea for the new girls ; next time I believe
a French comedy is coming off. Theatricals are
the most jjopular of all, but we are too busy to have
them very often, or very elaborately. The most
I)retentious play that has been given in my three
years here was the Rudens of Plautus, translated
and adapted ; and great fun we had over it, too.
These clubs, between them all, keep us together
a good deal, and create a certain amount of social
life, though not nearly so much of course, as most
other colleges have. It is no more complete than
anything about the Annex is. Hut we who have
been here long, cannot help caring a great deal
about our college, queer and scrappy as it must
seem to a Wellesley girl. \Ve acknowledge that
we shall never get a degree, that we are wholly
dependent on what time and strength the instruc-
tors have left from their college courses, and that
we run a risk of leading lives isolated from our
fellow-students ; but to us the spirit of the place
outweighs it all. To us the life in Cambridge, with
all the advantages which it and Boston offer, the
chance to study with men who stand among the
ablest in America, the companionship of a picked
set of girls representing the best culture of New
England, and above all, the utter freedom, which
lets us make these things mean to us all that is in
them for us
;
the freedom to study what we choose
and when, to live with whom we like, in short, to
order our lives for ourselves in all those outside
matters which are such a help or a hindrance to
the inner,—all this is what the .Annex means to
us. Naturally, this would not suit everv girl, nor
be the wisest way of life for her ; but for some
girls it is the only rational plan. To those who
are mature enough to know definitely just what
they want to do, and how they want to do it, we
feel that the Annex alone, perhaps, offers just what
they are needing and longing after.
Eleanor B. Pearson.
WINCHESTER
From Salisbury with its glorious cathedral, rising
from its grassy meadow, and encircled by quaint,
old-time houses that looked as if they might tell
tales many and thrilling, could they but speak.
From still more wonderful and mysterious Stone
-
henge, we had come up to Winchester, that city so
full of history and romance. However enthusiastic
a traveller may be, his first thought on approaching
a strange place is, "What inn shall I choose?"
Knowing nothing of the respective merits of either,
we chose the George, and found no reason to re-
gret the choice. As our carriage drove under the
heavy archway, we found ourselves in a court-yard
that carried us back to the old days of the stage-
coach and post-chaise. In this same court-yard,
generations of travellers had come and gone, and
numberless stage-coaches had unloaded and re-
ceived their occupants, for the (leorge has been an
inn four hundred years. The buildings of the inn
enclose this court on all sides except the drive way
through which we had come, and flights of stairs
lead us from it to the apartments above. The
surrounding walls are fastened with ivy, Virginia-
creeper and other climbers, producing a most
picturesque effect. A stately and handsome woman
met us as we alighted and made us welcome in the
fashion which forms so pleasant a feature of the
English inn.
The elderly maid-servant, who showed us to our
rooms, informed me in a gush of confidence that
she liked American ladies better than English,
they were not so hard to settle. " Indeed, ma'am,
there are some that you never can settle." I re-
frained from informing her that the species was
not wholly unknown in America. At dinner we
were served by a very red-faced butler, so short of
breath that he was able to speak only in a confiden-
tial whisper. Dinner over we strolled out to see
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what we might, in the brief porlioii oi the ihi\' that
remained, of the city so rich in historic interest as
well as of that beauty which comes with \ears.
Some one has a])tly compared the Old World to a
|)alimi)sest. I'he ]jarchment has l)een used over
and over again. This is true of Winchester in a
superlative degree. There is no s])ot better fitted
to inspire the student of Knglish history, or more
com])act with historic associations.
Its authentic history dates back to 15. ('. 900,
when probably the first settlers came from the op-
posite coast of France. These were followed bv
the Belgae, and H. ('. 54 Julius C'oesar visited it
with his army. A century later \'espasian captured
the Rritish tort that stood on St. Catherine's hill,
and so commanded the whole valley. In 5 1 4 .\.l ). the
city was taken by the Sa.xoiis and made their me-
tropolis,— a heathen capital. Years rolled away
and the wild heathens yielded to the christianizing
influence of the Italian monk Birinius and Winches-
ter became the acknowledged capital of early
Kngland. Truly it was a right ro\al city. !]ut we
were not on history intent that first night, and we
wandered on wherever fancy led.
After the rest of the ])arty had returned to the
hotel, I remained behind to enjoy the quaintness
of the strange city in the dusk of evening. Sud-
denly there came from a tree near by such a gush
of melody as I had never heard before. I stood
and listened and still the song went on. It was
like our brown thrush, only far richer and more
varied, and coming as it did, in the grey of evening,
it sounded all the more wonderful
; I sat down on a
bench near by to listen, still wondering who
—
yes
that is the word—the marvellous singer might be
I learned from a man who came along just then
that it was the luiglish song thrush. Don't we wish
that these had been imported instead of the Eng-
lish sparrows? The following morning we drove to
Hursley church-yard, where the poet Keble lies
buried. A passing shower forced us to take refuge
in the church which stands, as do most of the rural
churches of England, surrounded by tombstones.
When the shower ceased we began our search for
the grave of the poet. We had not far to seek, but
alas for our devotion I We had hoped to pluck a
(lower from his grave, but we found, instead of a
grassy mound a mass of granite, and were forced to
seek tor tl j.vers elseivliere. S ) we cjntente I our-
selves with daisies and i\y from less illustrious dusl,
and ha\ing lingered as long as our time allowed,
reluctantly said good by to the peaceful spot. A
drive along a well-kept road with delicious glimpses
of meadow, field and wood, soon bnnight us to the
hospital of St. Cross. 'I'his is ncjt a hospital in the
American sense of the word, but rather an alms-
house and represents two distinct foundations ; the
earlier, founded in i 1 36 by Hugh de Blois, for
thirteen old men who were past their strength. In
1444 Cardinal Beaufort made a considerable addi-
tion to the endowment and buildings and ordained
that one hundred poor men should receive their
dinners daily and that a certain number of decayed
gentlemen should be here provided for. The
Cardinal's foundation bore the name of "The
.Urnshouse of Noble Poverty." The Brethren of
the Cross wear a black cloth gown with a silver
cross upon it : the Brethren of the Almshouse of
Noble Poverty, a dark red gown, with the badge
of a cardinal's hat worked upon it. I'he benefits
of both foundations are precisely the same. Pass-
ing under a vaulted gateway we found ourselves in
a small court-yard, on one side of which was the
porter's lodge, .^s we approached the upi)er half
of the door was thrown back, and, as we paid for
our tickets, the porter asked us if we would take
bread and beer. " Why yes," I said, " if it is
the proper thing to do." He assured >is that it
was and invited us into his room.
Here we found his wife who offered us
each a bit of bread al)out two inches square and a
horn cup filled with beer. This practice is a survi-
val of the old custom of giving dole and is offered
to all comers as long as the day's supply of bread
and beer holds out. If the applicant is poor and
hungry he has a whole slice of bread.
On the table was displayed a variety of articles,
cu])s of horn, beautifully polished and bound with
silver, photographs, and small pitchers shaped like
the old leathern jacks, of which more anon. Pass-
ing through the gate we found ourselves in a grassy
ipiadrangle in the center of which stands an ancient
sun-dial, and around which runs a broad, gravelled
walk. Perhaps the strongest impression is that of
peace, of calm rejjose, enhanced by the old-time
aspect of the buildings, the tall box-edgings, the
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old'fashioned llowcrs, thf luxuriant fig-trec^, \-incs
and creepers. On the left of the visitor as he en-
ters extends a ruined ( loister, one of the most
ancient ])arts of the whole structure. In front,
just across the ipiadrangle, is the church : but here
conies the brother who is to show us about : a Uttle,
old man, wearing a black cloth gown and cap and
having on his breast a silver cross, an:l badge of
the poor brethren. A shrewd, kind!)' old man
with a twinkle in his eye which age and ])overty
have not quenche.l. He first led us to the church,
a beautiful bit of Norman work completed before
the year raoo. Here the visitor sees dog-tooth
mouldings and other peculiarities of Norman archi-
tecture.
The choir, the south aisle of whi( h served as a
chapel for the brethren, has been restored and
grandly painted in what was supposed to be the
original colors. The wrath of our guide at this
l)roceeding was \erv amusing, none the less so
because we sympathized with him. In truth it
seems unwise to decorate these ancient and weath-
er-beaten structures with the colors that might ha\-e
suited them in their ])rime.
.\cross the quadrangle from the 1 hurch is
Beaufort's tower and gateway, dating from 1404 to
1447. .\djoining this is the refectory, known as
the " Hundred Mennes Hall," where the brethren
>u\\ dine together on " gaudy " (fete) days. At
other times they take each his j^ortion to his own
ajjirlment. Here is the fire-place in the middle
of the room ; along the sides run the tables for the
])Oor brothers and at the end on a dais is another
table for the gentlemen. On this stand two of
the old flagons called "jacks " for holding ale,
made of leather and holding perhaps two quarts :
their small copies in earthen-ware at the ))orter's
lodge are very dainty and pretty. Here vou may,
if you choose, sit in Cardinal Beaufort's chair and
indulge yourself with a look at his candle-sticks
and saltcellar, which are kept behind a glass case.
P'rom the refectory along a passage to the kitchen,
with its huge fire-place and oven, and another chair,
in which, our guide told us, the Cardinal used to
sit and watch the cook. From the kitchen to the
([uadrangle again, the remaining side of which is
occupied by the pretty stone houses of the brethren.
They are connected yet flistinct, each having its
own chimney which ])r()jects like a buttress from
the front. l''.ach house has a parlor, bedroom and
scullery, and here the brethren live in a quiet that
we restless dwellers in this Nineteenth Centur\-,
would find it difficult to conceive of. The place
seems like a collection of tiny homes, not at all
like an " institution," and must impress the visitor
as far preferable to the i)lan of massing numbers of
people together in one huge building. We would
have gladly lingered in a place so saturated with
the past, so lovely and peacefiil, so charming and
so unicjue, but our carriage was waiting and we had
the cathedral before us for the afternoon, so we
might not indulge ourselves. Someone has styled
Winchester Cathedral " Four centuries of Knglish
history ;" in it is to be found every order of archi-
tecture, and hardly anywhere else can the transac-
tion from the earlier to the later styles be so
satisfactorily studied.
\\'e had as a guide a verger who has been con-
nected with the cathedral for thirty years. He
knows its history by heart and loves every stone of
the venerable pile. The cathedral is the longest
in Kngland
—
560 feet—and the effect of the long
nave is impressive in the extreine. The two tran-
septs interested me greatly, being Saxon and
Norman and showing the transition from one to the
other. The Lady Chajiel is i)ure Karly Knglish.
Back of the reredos, which is of Caen stone and
very beautiful, is a sort of court, with no seats save
a low, stone bench running around the wall. Peo-
ple used to assemble here to listen to the preaching
from the Rood-loft. Before he began, the preacher
was wont to say " If there are any sick or infirm
among you let them go to the wall." Whence
arose the expression, "The weakest must go to the
wall." This Cathedral is a place to see visions, and
dreams. Canute, who resided at Winchester,
placed his crown above the crucifix on the high
altar, after rebuking the flattery of his courtiers at
Southampton. Here Kdward the Confessor was
crowned. Here his mother Kmma, to vindicate
her virtue, walked barefoot over nine red-hot
plough-shares, placed in the nave of the Cathedral,
without receiving any injury. The splendor of
Winchester was rather increased by the Norman
Conquest. \\'illiam of Normandy, that he might
celebrate the coronation of his tuieen Mathilda, was
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here crcnvned a se< oiid tiint'. Here were celebra-
ted the nuptials of Henry I. and Mathilda, the
niece of P^dgar, by which the Norman and Saxon
lines were united. The body of William Rufus was
brought from the New l"'orest and buried beneath
the tower which fell in i 107. Here, in the Lady
("hapel, Marv Tudor w.is married to Philij) l\. of
Spain—and still we might go on with names and
events illustrious in history, but these will suffice.
In this Cathedral the visitor is shown six mortuary
chests containing the l)ones of Ethelwolf, Kgbert,
Canute, and other earl\' Saxon kings, but very much
mixed. The choir is dedicated to St. Smithin,
whose traditionary connection with the weather is
ascribed to the legend that the removal of his body
to the shrine was delayed forty days by the rain.
Tradition further adds that the rain was due to the
Saint's objection to being moved. On the wall of
the north aisle is a brass tablet to Jane Austen, and
in this same aisle stands a black marble font which
dates from the twelfth century. The waning after-
noon comi)elled us to leave long before we wished.
The next day the rain poured down, but we stole
in for one more look, and then made a hasty run
to St. Mary's College, better known as William of
Wykeham's School. It was founded by this great
builder in 1382 and numbers many distinguished
names among its former students. We were shown
the room in which the boys sit to prepare their
lessons. Along one side small alcoves are parti-
tioned off. These contain a desk, a chair and a
few books, and are lighted at night,—how do you
suppose?—By a single candle. The eyesight of
those Wykeham boys must be better than that of
the average Wellesley girl. The older parts of the
("ollege remain nearly unaltered. In the dining.
Jiall we were shown one of the square pieces of
wood, still used instead of plates. The boys are
very jealous of any innovation, and extremely
tenacious of the old ways. An attempt was at one
time made to introduce plates ; but, at a given
signal, they all went to pieces in one grand crash.
Near the stair-case leading to the dining-room
hangs a curious picture called " The Trusty Ser-
vant." The legend inscribed beneath will be a
sufficient description.
"A trusty servant's portrait would you see,
This emblematic figure well survey
;
The porker's snout— not nice in diet shows
The padlock shut— no secret he'll disclose
;
Patient the ass— his master's wrath to bear;
Swiftness in errand— the stag's feet declare:
Loaded his left hand—apt to labor sailh ;
The vest—his neat-ness ; open hand— his faitii ;
Girt with his sword—his shield upon his arm —
Himself and master he'll protect from harm."
After leaving St. Mary's we tried to do a little
more sight-seeing, but the pitiless rain soon drove
us back to our hotel, and a little past noon we left,
feeling that we had had but the merest snatch at
all the sights of interest and beauty that the place
affords. It needs a far abler pen than mine to do
justice to the historic city so rich in associations
and so crowded with memories, and to all who are
contem])lating a visit to lOngland, I would say, see
AV'inchester if possible.
Lucia /''. Clark.
OUR LETTER FROM ATHENS.
{Comhided.)
Farther on are the now famous series of standing fe-
male figures. As to what they maybe, whether goddes-
ses or women, no one is yet bold enough to pronounce,
but no ore can study these faces, with their marked
individuality of expression, for a long time, without in-
clining strongly to the human hypothesis. Statues
of this type are found in many other parts of Greece,
but the superiority of the Attic school shows itself un-
mistakably in the variety and undeniable charm of
faces and forms, in spite of their conventionality of treat-
ment. One can observe here all the rich and daintily
elaborate forms of Ionic dress, and find too what a
pleasing effect color has upon marble when used, as
here, simply as an accessory, on the hair, the eyes, the
lips, and in the tracery of borders.
One must not omit to notice one fine head that forms
the culminating point of this series, and shows archaic
art on the very border of ideal beauty. The whole
contour of the face and the modelling of the features is
large and noble, and the expression, one of grace and
sweetness that does not compare ill with the Parthenon
marble close by, but at the same time the stifHy con-
ventional hair, the projecting eye-balls and the large
ear show that the artist was still bound by conventional
ideas.
The Parthenon room is a mournful one, for, as
everyone knows, the greater part of the sculptures of
this temple adorn the British museum, which has
kindly sent some sorry plaster casts to take their place !
It would be unjust to rail at Lord Elgin, though he
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has his so-called depredations. For not only had he a
perfectly legal right to remove these marbles, but con-
sidering the state of the country at the time, he was
rescuing them from probable mutilation or destruction.
And even now the judicious art-lover would hesitate
long before wishing them back in their original places.
The Metopes still in situ are so shattered and weather-
worn as to have lost all their beauty, the frieze at the
western end of the cella, better preserved by its shel-
tered position, cannot be well studied on account of its
elevation and the shadow in which it lies. In short
the marbles are of really greater value in a niusoum
than subserving their original architectural purpose,
and if so, why not in the British Museum, where a
thousand people see them to one that would come to
Athens? Still, when one is on the Acropolis, he wants
them and feels resentful of the placer ! There are a
few beautiful slabs of the frieze here, however, besides
the portion still in situ already spoken of. Most note-
worthy is one from the eastern end, representing three
of the assembly of gods, a slab taken down when the
temple was converted into a Byzantine church and
found long after among the rubbish in the cella. The
face of the goddess at the right is absolutely uninjured,
and for ideal beauty of a large and simple type could
hardly be surpassed. Just above is a cast of a slab
representing two seated divinities, undoubtedly Zeus
and Hera, with a standing maiden commonly called Iris.
The charming head of this Iris-figure was the most pre-
cious find of this winter, and is now built into the slab,
the deep brown of the marble contrasting strangely
with the grimy white of the plaster. Poor Iris ! to
existthus in so strangely sundered a condition, with
her body in London and her head in Athens I
Since we are among antiquities, I might state
briefly in couclusion the special work that the Ameri-
can school has done this year. In the fall some exca-
vations at Dionysus, begun last year, were completed.
Dionysus, as the excavations have settled, is the site of
the ancient deme of Icaria. It is a lovely, lonely spot
at the foot of Pentelicus, from which one looks across
to the sea and Euboea beyond. A semi-circular cho-
ragic monument, two small temples, some inscriptions
and small sculptures were the reward of the search.
Then this spring a little work was one at Anthedon,on
the sea-coast in Boeotia, uncovering the foundations of
a large, irregular structure, possibly the market-place,
with a double colonnade mentioned by Pausanias
were as in Authedon. A fine set of bronze tools were
also brought to light, and the usual crop of inscriptions,
none of great value. Now it rests with Americans to
decide whether the school shall be allowed to dis-





.Miss Elk.vnok Shkkwi.n. ".Sg, lately sent to licr
(iass-niates in college a pretty greeting in the slia|)e of
a i)o\ of red and yellow chrysanthemums.
Wki.lesi.kv has made a new departun-. Dancing
is to be taught as a i)art of the course in gymnastics.
Reverend Seniors, care-worn Juniors and determined
Specials, as well as giddy Sophomores and Freshmen,
JKisten to add their names to the class lists. Tin-
(juestion is, will anyone ever be anxious now to "cut
gym" for the sake of a lecture.''
Thi-: time draws near when our i)eloved Miss Soule
is willfully and with malice aforethought to sever her
connection w ith the college,—tliat is, as far as lies in
licr power to do so. On Nov. 4, at half-past three, in
Taunton, siie is to be married to Mr. William Metcalt'.
There is nothing left for abandoned Welleslev friends
to do but to send their very best wishes which will
follow Mrs. Metcalf to her new home in lialtiniore.
Miss Siia.xnon, an old friend of Mr. Durant, has
given to the college a volume containing the artist
proofs of the Turner (iallery in London. The book
has been taken to its permanent home, the Art Build-
ing. The valuable collection of laces which is also
there was given by different persons. About one fifth
was presented by Mr. Jarvais. The\ are church vest-
ments and embroideries and were collected in Italv.
The rest of the collection was given by .Mrs. Durant
and other friends.
•A unique celebration was given by .Miss Ciiarlotte
Roberts" table, last .Saturday evening. The occasion
was the apjiroaching dejjarture of their Wood Cottage
girls. To these unfortunate persons had been sent a
liberal and literal board-bill. According to this, they
owed the table for their hospitality finger-bowls, nut-
picks and bone-dishes for fourteen. Such a heavy
debt would have been depressing to almost anyone,
hut the actual debtors were quite equal to the emer-
gency. And at dinner, there appeared at each plate
a shining tin pan, a carpenters awl and a paper boat,
holding a whale-bone. The creditors seemed quite
satisfied and, wc will hope, gave a receipt in full.
Rather inconsistently with their grasping nature, they
loosed as a Foundling's Home, and kept a tear jug in
constant circulation. To judge from appearances, the
latter was ([uite unnecesssry, for the little foundlings
looked anything but miserable. Possibly they were
aware that their black gowns and white caps were
infinitely becoming and did not wish to spoil the
effect.
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FARNSWORTH SCHOOL OF ART.
THE WEEK.
Dedication of the Farnsworth School of Art.
La.st week Wednesday, Oct. 23, wa.s a day ever Xo
ht remembered as one of the red letter da}s in the
hi.story of the -College Beautiful."' The day thus
made memorable by the formal opening and dedication
of the Farnsworth School of Art dawned brightly, the
genial sun shedding his warm and bright beams on the
graceful stone structure and rendering it doubly beauti-
ful by lighting up and kindling into richest tints the
grove of oak trees which surrounds it. We will not
allow oiu'selves to be carried away in enthusiasm o\er
the added charm of the grading about the l)uilding,
hut instead will remember the motto, assuredly appi^o-
priate for the approaching guests, "Look up and not
down." Some time before the gue.sts began to arrive
the ushers were gathered in groups awaiting the arriv-
al of the coaches which, as is usual in Wellesley festi-
\als bring an overwhelming tide all at once. By
twelve o'clock the large gallery containing Mr. Stet-
son's generous gift, presented an animated and inter-
esting .spectacle. Miss Shafer, Mrs. Claflin, Mrs. Uu-
rant and Mrs. Palmer, stood at one side near the end
of the gallery and received the guests who were brought
trom the dressing rooms by the ushers and introduced.
Standing on all sides with eyes wide open were a num-
ber of ushers, members of the Art Department, who
carefully watched to seize upon each guest after the
ceremony of introduction had been gone througli w ith
and to offer to show the wonders and beauties of the
building. Since these vigilant sentinels were primed
up on all subjects, and felt quite prepared to answer
any question that might be asked, and since they were
not on the receiving committee and had not the slight-
est idea who the guests might be, occasionally they
found their great knowledge inadecjuate, as when one
of them showed the pictures in the Stetson collection
to the donor"s daughter, all the while discoursing elo-
quently upon them individually and collectively ; or
when a kindly maiden with the best intention in the
world \olunteered to show the building to a quiet look-
ing gentleman and was thanked with a "but I am the
architect."
From twelve until cjuarter past one the time was
devoted to social enjoyment and to the examination of
the buildmg. The art treasures of the college were
displayed to the best advantage and offered in every
part of the building especial inducements for lingering
to criticise and admire. In the alcove of the gallerv
containing the .Stetson collection was displayed the
new gift to the college, the Jarves collection. In a
large glass case were exposed samples of rare fabrics
and laces while on either side were hung on screens
the richly embroidered church vestments and other
rare and \aluable specimens contained in the collec-
tion. In the rotunda of the building on the right of
the main entrance huno the rich crimson satin curtain
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covL'ivd with CliiiK'sr cnihroider}' wliicli our ^ood
tVieiul I'rotessor Ilorstonl ;;ave us some time atro. In
the lecture liall was hung the new token of generosity
from the same hand, the large lithograph of the facade
of San Marco, Venice. The libraries and laiioratories
offered many temptations to lovers of art, in the num-
erous i)<)rtf()iios and (h'awers full of rare and interest-
ing piiotographs, etchings and engravings, and in the
choice books which were distributed on all the tables.
Up-stairs the studios were seen in working order and
opportunity was afforded to all the guests to see the
latent artistic talent in many of Wellesley's daughters.
The gallery of casts by its emptiness invited friends ot
Wellesley and of art to express their appreciation in
more tangible form than in words ot admiration.
At quarter past one the ushers brought their ])cUiies
of visitors back to the picture gallery again and soon
the building was deserted, all going to the college tor
the collation. This was ser\ed in the college dining-
room, the tables being set in the middle while seats
were provided for the guests along the sides of tiie
room. The windows were filled with Ijranches of
autumn leaves which, with the light shining through
them, produced a stained glass effect. The tables
were prettih' decoratetl with masses of delicate maiden-
hair, and presented a temjjting appearance. The Sen-
ior class rendered valuable and graceful service as the
waitresses ot the occasion, and b\' their j)resence
added much to the beauty of the scene.
During the intermission for the collation, while the
building was deserted, under the indefatigable and
efficient direction of Professor Denio, whose efforts
did so much to make the day successful, the lecture
hall was cleared of all unnecessary furniture and chairs
were brought in and compactly arranged in the hall
and in the gallery around the rotunda. So skilfull\'
was this done that all the guests and many students
were comfortabl}" accomodated when they gathered at
half-past three for the exercises of dedication. Owing
to the absence of the president of the Board of Trus-
tees, Dr. McKenzie acted as chairman. The exercises
were opened with prayer by President Gates of Iowa
College. Words of congratulation were then given
by Dr. iMcKenzie and the extract was read from Mr.
Farnsworth's will, by which Wellesley was enriched.
He then reviewed briefly and affectionately the life of
.Mr. Fainsworth closing with a tribute to the other
generous friend of the Art .School, Mr. .Stetson.
Mr. Rotch, the architect, then gave a brief and
comprehensive explanation of the purpose and inter-
pretation of the building, touching upon the general
plan and (Week character of the edifice. He closed
his remarks bv a few words as to the opening for
women. sa\ ing there was a room in the building which
•with malice afoiethought" the architects had arranged
with the ho])e architecture might be practically taught
hei"e.
Dr. .McKen/,ie then inti-oduced as the si)eakei" of the
afternoon, Hon. Martin IJrimmer. a member of the
IJoard of Visitors. It would be useless to try to give an
adequate idea of the beaut) and excellence of his ad-
dress in the short space at our disposal, especially
since it is hoped that we shall have it printed as a
whole from his manuscript. At the conclusion of .Mr.
Brimmer's address. Dr. McKenzie arose and, after a
brief resum6 of the exercises of the afternoon, with his
usual tact and grace dismissed the assembly with the
following words: "After all we have seen and heard
to-da_\', 1 am sure 1 am but echoing the sentiment of
c^verv one present when I say 'Peace l)e within th\-
wails and prosperity within thy palaces." Again I say.
•For mv brethren's and companion's sake peace be
within thee."""
Tile audience rapidl}' left the lecture hall and the
coaches waiting at the door conveyed the guests to
the station for the 5.05 train. .-\ few who were not
so hm"ried remained to see more of the building, but
the shades of exening ra])idly gathering soon warned
all that they must depart. And ,so clo.sed the event-
ful day, crowned in every way with success, and leav-
ing we hope, to all who participated in its festivities,
none but the pleasantest memories.
().\ .Sunday, Oct. 27, Rev. J. K. Wilson, of Taun-
ton preached from the text. Judges 14: 14; "And he
said unto them, out of the eater come forth meat,
and out of the strong came forth sweetness. And
they could not in three days expound the riddle.""
* *
*
A large and enthusiastic audience was that which
assembled in the Chajjel on Monday evening, Oct. 28.
to listen to a piano recital by Frau Anna Steiniger-
Claik who before has charmed Wellesley students with
her delightful music. The numbers were rendered
skilfully. Such was the beauty of her expression, such
the firmness yet delicacy of her touch that the most
beautiful tones were produced, calling forth an earnest
applause which was merited. The programme was as
as follows :
Schubert. Fantasie in (i .Major, Op. 78.
Molto moderate e cantabile,
Andante—Menuetto—Finale
.
Beethoven. .Sonata in C Major, Op. 2, No. 3.
.Allegro con brio—Adagio.
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Stlur/o. allegro—Alle,<;;io assai.







5. In der Nacht.
6. Fabel.
7. Traumes-Winen.
8. Eude vom Lied.
Jen.sen. (Galatea.
Silas. Gavotte, E minor.




Saukdav evening, Oct. 16, the Shakespeare Soci-
ty met in Stone Hall parlor. The plav for the even-
ing was "Alls Well That Ends Well"" and the ])r()grani
was as follows :
1. Study of the Plot - - - Miss Swift
2. Themes from Shakespeare, Course l\\ No. i6.
"Physicians and Medicine." Miss Orton
3. Dialogue, Helena's Confession.
Countess - - - Miss Hodgkins
Helena . . _ - Miss Glover
4. Essay "The L^nrequited Love of Helena."
Miss Foster
5. Shakespeare News - - - Miss Baldwin
6. Dramatic Representation. Act II, Scene 3.
King, - . - - Miss Nye.
Helena, - - - Miss Glover,
liertram, . - - - Miss Ingalls.
Lafeu, ----- Miss Bock.
First Lord, - Miss Eleanor Green.
Second Lord, - Miss Lucia Morrill.
Third Lord, - - - Miss Emerson.
The study of the [jlot and the essay showed a true
appreciation of Helena's character and course, though
both are so opposed to our modern ideas that to a super-
ficial reader they .seem unwomanly. Miss Foster
pointed out that though Helena in her lo\e for Bert-
ram and wooing of him seems selfish and unwomanly,
jet as the characters unfold she is undaunted by the
insults of her unloving husband, but seeing that her
love is the only power to redeem him, fulfills his im-
possible conditions, wins his love, ennobles and saves
him in spite of himself. The parts of the representa-
tion were well taken and especially Helena won our
sympathy, when the expression of her love was wrung
from her.
;)opies of the Prp:ll'DK can be obtained of Miss
luTiily Howard Foley in the Second Floor Centre, from
10.35 to 10.55 o'clock every morning (except Sunday
and Monday). For sale in the village by W. H. Flagg.
AULD ACQUAINTANCE.
Thk many friends of Miss Harriet Alleyne Rice, 'S7,
will be grieved to hear that she is lying very ill, though
convalescent, at her home, 75 .Spring St., Newport,
K. I. Injuries from a fall at Wellesley three years
since, in\()lving suffering which has been borne with
extraordinary fortitude, made necessary last siunmer
two surgical operations, from which reco\ery must be
slow, but will be, it is hoped, complete. It is a keen
di.sappointment to Miss Rice not to be able to return
this year to the University of Michigan, where she
was to have taken next June her medical degree.
KocHESTKK. N. Y., Oct. 20. (Special).—The Re\
.
Dr. A. Judson Barrett, one of the leading Baptist min-
isters of this city, dropped on the street while on the
way to his church this evening. Bystanders hastened
to his aid, but Dr. Barrett died before reaching his
home, which was only a few rods distant. Heart dis-
ease is supposed to be the cause of his death. The
Doctor conducted service as usual this morning and
was apparently in good health during the day. He
had been pastor of the Lake Avenue Baptist Church
for fifteen years and had just returned from a year's
trip in the Wesff for the benefit of his eyes. He was




Dr. Barrett is known at Wellesley as the father of
Mrs. Helen Barrett Montgomery, "84, and of .Miss
Annie L. Barrett, '86, who have the sincere sympathy
of their College friends in their sorrow.
A release from suffering came to Elizabeth L. By-
ington, Friday morning, Oct 25. The funeral services
were held at Springfield on Monday afternoon. They
were very simple, consisting only of reading and
prayer, and were conducted by the Rev. Mr. Reed of
Holyoke. Miss Knox, Miss Grace Andrews and Miss
Helen Holmes from the College, Miss Mary Edwards
and Miss Grace Lee were among those present. A
memorial sketch of Miss Byington will be printed in a
later issue of the PRELUDE.
MARRIED.
Ch.apin-Flint.—At Lincoln, Mass., Oct. 16, Clara
L. Flint, student at Wellesley 85-"87, to George L.
Chapin.
V'.vx Vleck-Tvler.—At New York, Oct. 31, Lulu
Tyler, student at Dana Hall '86-'87, to William D.
Van Vleck.
DIED.
At Rochester, N. Y., Oct. 20, Rev. Dr. .A. Judson
Barrett.
.At (iermantown. Pa., Oct. 26, Rufus. eldest son of
Dr. (iilbert E. and Elizabeth Palen, aged 23 yrs., 7
mos. and 20 days.
At Springfield, Mass., Oct. 25, Elizabetii L. I>ying-
ton, student at Wellesley '85-"88.
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INTER-COLLEGIATE NEWS. OUR OUTLOOK.
A PLAN is proposed for a school of music at Yale.
A German University has conferred the degree of
1). D. on Prince Von Bismark.
The Harvard Glee Club has offered three prizes—
$20, $15, and $10 for new songs.
President Daniel C. Gilman of the John Hopkins
University, sailed for Europe last week with the inten-
tion of making an extended trip.
An innovation worthy of notice has been introduced
in John Hopkins University. Hereafter all undergrad-
uates will be required to pass an examination in
gymnastics before a "degree is given.
Prof. R. H. Mather of Amherst is seriously ill and
there .seems little hope of his final recovery. Prof. H.
M.Tyler of Smith College is at present conducting
Prof. Mather's classes in the Greek department.
The results of last year's competition for the Seney
Scholarships at Wesleyan Univeruity have just been
.
determined. These prizes are paid from a fund given
to the College by George I. Seney of Brooklyn, and
are awarded annually, twelve to each class, on the basis
of general scholarship. This year none of the awards
bring less than $55, while the best scholar in each class
receives $150.
University of Vermont.—The Kappa Alpha Theta,
the young ladies society, have just dedicated their new
chapter house, the dedicating ceremonies including an
oration, poem, dedication song and an opera entitled
"A Woman's Revenge." All of the productions were
original. The house is very neat and is conveniently
adapted to the purposes for which it is designed. The
young ladies are to be congratulated upon being the
first society at the university to secure a chapter house.
The Senior Class at Harvard has elected a colored
man, Clement Garrett Morgan, as its class orator.
Mr. Morgan's college career shows that with proper
advantages, the people of his race are capable of taking
a stand amongst the intelligent and influential of our
land. During his Freshman year Mr. Morgan earned
his way by working in a barber shop. Since that time
his rank as a student has brought him beneficiary
money from the college. Last year he won the first of
the Boylston prizes, and this year he takes the honor
given the man of his class most gifted in literary abil-
ity and forensic force.
The Baltimore Training School for Nurse?, an
institution of the John Hopkins Hospital, was formall)
opened Oct. 9, with eighteen students.
" True, it is by voting that women can make their
impress upon the laws of the State, but they must also
be taught how much depends upon it. It is not the
mere voting, but the use made of that right (it is not a
privilege), that is to tell ; and there must go on a deep
and thorough education in social and political economy
before voting will bring freedom. There is a great
deal to be said in favor of "agitation." Agitation
means setting in motion, and in a good cause men and
women are seldom too strongly moved.'"
The bill before the Georgia Legislature to admit
white girls to the University of Georgia was defeated
by a vote of seventeen to fourteen. The action of the
legislators seems to have been largely influenced by
one of the opposing senators, who has been unfortunate
enough to pass his life among women who have never
progressed in instruction beyond the multiplication
table or long division. " Take a logarithm," said he.
"Think of logarithms for a woman ! Why I never
saw a woman in my life that would look at a logarithm."
This argument was conclusive. The bill asking for
an industrial school for girls, however, has passed the
Legislature.
"Sister Marie Therese ! When scarcely twenty
years old you were wounded on the battlefield of
Balaclava while devoting yourself to the care of the
wounded. At Magenta you were again wounded in
the front line of battle. After that you nursed our
wariiors in Syria, in China and in Mexico. At the
battle of Reichshofen you were carried wounded from
the field amid a heap of slain Cuirassiers. Later
on, a bombshell fell in the midst of the ambulance
committed to your care. You immediately seized it,
and carried it some eighty yards away from the am-
bulance, where it fell to the ground, and by its explo-
sion wounded you seriously. After you had recovered,
you followed your vocation here to Tonkin." In such
remarkable words did the governor of Tonkin, sur-
rounded by his staff, in front of all the troops, lately
address the superioress of the Sisters of Mercy. He
then bade her kneel down, and touching her shoulder
thrice with his sword, added, " In the name of the
French people and army, I confer upon you the Cross
for Tried Bravery. Nobody can show more heroic
deeds to merit it, nobody can claim a more self-deny-
ing career, and entirely devoted to the service of his
fellowmen and his fatherland. Soldiers, present
arms !
"
I lO THE WELLESLEY PRELUDE.
WABAN RIPPLES. MAGAZINES AND REVIEWS.
Wk are unable to learn the authorship of the following
which is taken from an old scrap-book.
The Tale of the Brindle Pup.
A cold, cold wave came out of the West,
Wiggle goes the tail of the Brindle Pup !
The tramp came seeking a place of rest.
Wiggle goes the tail of the Brindle Pup 1
The tramp don't care to work on a farm.
But he wants to get his body warm
He wonders if the pup means harm
Wiggle goes the tail of the Brindle Pup !
* * * * over the fence,***** Brindle Pup
!
****** hence.***** Brindle Pup!
***** no more.
Wiggle goes the tail of the Brindle Pup.
One of our college friends attended the opening of
the Liverpool Exposition three years ago, when the
Queen and the Princess Beatrice were present. After
the ceremonies, a book was presented to the queen in
which she wrote her name, Victoria ; next to the prin-
cess signed herself, Beatrice, and then it was given to
the Mayor's wife, who, somewhat overpowered by
royalty signed herself " Fanny."
Freshman : Don't you think the French Department
are perfectly lovely? To be sure Pm only taking first
year French but M'lle seems quite fond of me already.
Why, she always calls me, " my dear."
Sophomore: Not in class, I hope.
Freshman: Indeed she does. Isn't it nice? This
very morning she said to me, " Voulezvoiis j/ie dire.''''
And the Freshman wondered why the Sophomore
laughed.
Overheard by a member of the Faculty :
First Freshman : I'm so glad we are to have these
informal lunches all the time.
Second Ditto : Why ! do you like them ?
First Fresh : Yes, because I wait on one of the
Faculty lunch-tables, and you have no idea how nice
all the Faculty are whev they eat !
Little Jimmie, of the tombstone dilemma, remarked
a Sunday or two ago as he was walking home from
church:—"Mamma, I didn't quite understand some-
thing Mr. said this morning. He spoke about the
end of the world, and I don't see how the world can
have any end when it's round."
Why are the Seniors so fond of the Sophomores?
Because they are ninety-two.




Harper''s for November is especially rich in beautiful
illustrations, engraved from paintings, photographs,
and old prints. From these we may study the various
types in "The Mexican Army" as described by
Thomas A. Janvier ; the picturesque architecture of
York, England, which is vividly depicted in an article
by Richard Wlieatley ; the grand conceptions of the
middle ages as shown in " The Building of the Cathe-
dral of Chatres " by Charles Eliot Norton, an apprecia-
tive study of medieval piety ; the dainty haunts of the
birds, accompanying " Bird Notes" by W. Hamilton
Gibson, and lastly, boon to all Shakespeare students,
the valuable likenesses in "A Century of Hamlet" by
Lawrence Hutton, which is an account of the most
famous personations of the Prince of Denmark.—
A
sympathetic article by Lafcadio Hearn entitled "At
Grande Anse" gives an interesting gjimpse of life in a
West Indian Island, and "The Republic of Colombia"
is described by Richard Becerra.—" Parthenia " by
Lucy C. Lillie is a well told society idyl and " The
Talking Handkerchief " by Thomas W. Knox relates
an exciting experience with Chinese pirates. The
editor's study declares Jane Austen to be " the most
artistic of English novelists."
The Westminister Review for October opens with a
thought-stirring article upon " Liberalism Philosophi-
cally Considered." "Liberalism is that spirit in the
government of the people which is ever tending to
promote in individuals a consciousmess of their essen-
tial unity; the realization, in short, of the underhing
brotherhood of humanity."—" Carlyle's Philosophy of
History " is of interest to students of Carlyle.—In
" William Shakspeare, Gentlemen," the author defends
Shakspeare against the charge that he despised actors
and acting.—"The National Administration of the
Land" is a strong presentation of a social question.
It is a continuation of " How to Naturalize the
Land" in the September number.—"Miracles and
Doctrine " is a paper showing that we need not take
alarm at the dissolving of the old miraculous stories.
" The great lesson is to learn to love truth and freedom
and God."
Popular Science Monthly for October gives a
description of "The Oyster garden of Arcachon
"
is in the Bay of Biscay, which covers an area
sixty miles in circumferance. This garden
is laid out in parks each containing about twenty beds.
There are 12,500 acres of these oyster beds, and here
reside 500,000,000 oysters of various ages. The aver-
age annual sale of oysters, by the principal firm, is
over 200,000,000.
American Naturalist Vol. XXIII, No. 26$.
" Byssus of the Young of Common Clam." Mr. Vinal
Edwards recently found the young of Mya arenaria
anchored to floating boards in the harbor of New
Bedford. Careful examination revealed the presence
of the byssal gland, the secretion of which forms
threads of attachment such as are found in the adult
mussel Alyrtili/s edi/lis. The discovery revives our in-
terest in the life-history of this mollusc, and suggests
the possibility of an unsuspected byssal stage in the life
of other Lamellibranchs.




Exercises in Latin Composition. Part I. Based
upon Caesar's Gallic War, Books l-IV. By M. Grant
DanielL A. M., Principal of Chaitncy Hall School,
Boston. Boston and New York : Leach, Shewell, and
Sanborn. 6oc. Our cursory examination of tiiis work
leads us to Ijelieve the author justified in his claim for
its method, that, " It economizes time and labor, by
accomplishing through one instrumentality—the Latin
author— these two objects : first and most important,
the better comprehension and appreciation of the Latin
text; and, second, facility in writing Latin." The
exercises of this Part, both written and oral, are based
upon Caesar,—the volume upon Cicero being about to
follow. They are consecutive,and not of the fragment-
ary nature so common in works of this class ; and they
seem to strike the golden mean, of sufficient adherence
to the original to make the student observant and
interested in his reading, while throwing him upon his
wit and intelligence for the weaving of his sentence.
The idioms and phrases—words too— he gets from his
author; but the sentence he composes himself; so that
in a good sense, and to a desirable degree he is becom-
ing acquainted with Caesar and Latin composition.
Topics in Geography. By IV. T. Nichols, A- J/.
Principal of Hamilton High School, Holyoke. Mass-
Boston : D. C. Heath &^ Co. 506-. The main objec*-
of this work, as the name implies, is to present the
subject of geography by topic. Teachers wno have
learned by experience the value of the topic method,
and have tried to carry it out in teaching geography,
will be glad of the aid of a text book arranged especially
on this plan. The whole subject is covered, and the
work is divided into eight grades, which can easily be
changed to suit the course in any school. Each conti-
nent, country, or state is studied, so far as possible, by
the following general topics, "Position and Bounda-
ries," " Extent," " Coast," '• Surface," " Lakes," "Riv-
ers," " Soil," " Climate," " Production," "Commerce,"
" Inhabitants," " Government," " Cities," and " His-
tory." The topics are always presented in the same
order. In this way, the student gets, not a confused
notion of the subject, but a clear, definite knowledge.
It must not be supposed, however, that the book is
merely a collection of dry facts carefully classified.
Mr. Nichols has presented the subject in a most enter-
taining manner and has omitted nothing which would
add to the interest. Both student and teacher will find
many valuable suggestions. One especially good fea-
ture of the book is the list of topics, for language and
object lessons, given at the end of each subject.
Teacher's Manual of Geography. By Jacques IVe
Redivay. Boston : D. C. Heath &-' Co. 50^. Thi.
book is for the use of the teacher especially. As ths
author says, it is a supplement not a substitute for the
A. St
ordinary work in geography. The contents are in two
parts, first, " Hints to Teachers," second, " Modern
Facts and Ancient Fancies." The " Hints to Teach-
ers " are both suggestive and instructive. Innumerable
ways of adding to the value and interest of each lesson
are suggested, and ample direction given for carrying
out the suggestions. The chapters on out-of-door
lessons, the use of pictures and models, and map draw-
ing are particularly good. The value of the second
part can hardly be estimated, if we place any weight
whatever on accuracy in teaching. In the chapters on
"Geodesy and "Orography," "Hydrography," and
" Meteorology," the author corrects many erroneous
ideas, and gives us the most important results of mod-
ern scientific research in these departments. The
other chapters in this part are, "History in Geogra-
phy," explaining the meaning of geographical names,
"Political and Other Boundaries " and an Appendix
on " Measuring Ocean Currents," " The Source of the
Mississippi," "The Gulf Stream as a Factor in Cli-
mate," " Crusoe's Island," and "The Orthography of
Bering's Name." Both this book and the Topics in




IMPORTER AND DEALER IN
FRENCH MILLINERYJ
SOUVENIR OF WELLESLEY^u
Containing Illustrations of all the College buildings
and points of interest in the town.
ELEGANTLY BOUND
/// Colored Cardboard, tied ivith rihhoii, . $/.oo
Id Clotli and Gold, %i.2^
IN HOX KEADY FOK MAILING.
For Sale at the College Book Store, or sent to any















Fine Thick Linen Paper,
Stylish Size, in Nice Box,
49 cents.
(Regular Price, J1.25.)
Over GOOO Boxes of this wonder sold.
Bargains in Copy Paper.
For Students, Autliors and Editors.
3000 sheets, size jxSj, only $1.50
2000 " "' 6jXio, " 1.50
Hound ill Blocks, 75c additional.
Odd sizes correspondingly K)W
Xo job lot or odds and ends, but best
<iuality stock, with choice of 5 colon*.
Don't fail to send starnp of eall ton
Sample Set of Bargains in Fine Papers.
A MODEL STATIONERY STORE.




ENVELOPES, by the Pound.
P^VC R AVTVI"' Visiting Cards, Wedding and ReceptionriilWn,A.TllHX, Caril.-, etc. Lowest price for best work
IJlJTV^TVi'' Owning a first-class Steam Piinting Estab-
rKli^lllIlW, lishment at 1U5 Summer St , am enabled lo
turn out work that is best, quickest, lowest.
XMAS CARDS, Bookletsand odd Things for HoUdov,
i^AT I^^VTIA K^ Birthday, Easter and other Souvenirs.
GEO. B. I^INC
kingTsalmon, 37 West Street, Boston,
e r. H0VEY ^ eo.,
ll.ive » full jissortnieiit of
DRESS GOODS, * * * *
* * SUITS AND GARME-NTS,
33 SUMMER ST. & 42 AVON ST
,
Bosxorvi.
ABTISTS' MATERIALS, o o o
o nnAFTING IWSTBITMENTS
AND
|ivt Uoucltics of all hinds.
WADSWORTH, HOWLAND & CO.,
82 and 84 Washington St., Boston.
SEND FOR (.lATALOGUE.
Kydlromzz those
/ Kg ^^dverlise \xi
©ur (dlzgt T?ap er.
ADVERTISEMENTS
T. E, MIISEl Ey ^- CO.,




A I.AROI- ASSOklMKM FOR
YOUNG LADIES.















H. A. LAWliENCE. J
BOSSOIi
ffoRDiGN ® iooK ® Store-.
LARGE STOCK OF BOOKS IN THE
Cl 1 1 L i c n I' cV t^lC o^c r \ I £a n C| 1 1 a q c .^





Between West Street and Tremont Place.
SHREVE, CRUMP & LOW CO.,
Diaiiioiids, Watches. |nvelry,
SILVERWARE.
CHOICE ASSORTMENT OF FANCY GOODS.
NEW
YORK $3
For first-class Limitetl Tickets.
FARES REDUCED.
ti^ Kiigraver.s of Calliii,:;- Cards, ]n\ ilalions, Ac,
Slationerv in jiTcat variety.
Fine
FALL 1^IVII:E<, LIIVE.
Express tfain.s connectiiij;' with sieanuM' at Fall Kixci- in so
minutes, leave Boston from Old Colony Station week days at (>
V. .M. Sundays at 7 r. m
Steamers "JPUKIIWN and I'ilguiji in commission. Steam heat
in staterooms. An orchestra on each steamer throu^houtthe year.
Tickets, staterooms, &c., secured at the line otfice, No. .3, old
State House, and Old Colony Station, Kneeland Street.
J. R. KENDRFUK, Gen.Man. GEO. L.CONNOR, Gen. Pas. Agt.
L. H. PALMER, Asent, 3 Old State House.
MISS N. M. SHEEHAN.
©re:5S" I|leiRe:r,
WABAN BLOCK,
Wellesley Square, - WELLESLEY, MASS.
rPTM











A, Srowctt ^ Co.
^ "fiiiiicR far., BobTOM.































Our complete and very attractive stock embraces every
description of
FINE FUR GOODS,
manufactured in the most thorough and tasty manner
from carefully selected skins, which cannot fail to meet
the want of those in pursuit of stylish and reliable goods.
Our SEALSKINS of this season are UNSURPASSED
for richness and durability.
Special attention given to ORDERS BY MEASURE,
with the assurance of the FULLEST SATISFACTION in
fit and other requirements.
Our fur garments and small goods are of the nev/est
and most approved shapes, some styles being unique
with our own manufacture.
Confined uniformly to the best grades of furs, we of-
fer with confidence goods of unquestioned excellence,
comprising SEAL ULSTERS, SACQUES and JACKETS,
SHOULDER CAPES, COLLARS, BOAS, MUFFS, etc.,
in all the popular furs. Relying upon the merits of our
goods and reasonable prices, we solicit your patronage.
JOSBPH A. JA^CMSON,
412 MKSHINGTON STREET, - BOSTON.
